Forging the Modern
Go-to-Market Architecture
CRM, PRM, and Marketing Automation Form the Foundation
B2B companies have a multitude of customer touch points they must support today: direct sales,
indirect sales (channels), marketing, customer support, websites, mobile apps, etc. And they often
employ multiple technology solutions in support of each. Indeed, it’s a serious challenge for
customers today to cut through the solutions marketplace clutter. But it doesn’t have to be. This
report will build the case for a foundational approach to supporting the customer touch point
amalgam, featuring customer relationship management (CRM), partner relationship management
(PRM), and marketing automation (MA) platforms.
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The Tsunami of Point Solutions
B2B companies have a multitude of customer touch points they must support per their go-to-market (G2M) model:
direct sales, indirect sales (channels), marketing, customer support, websites, mobile apps, etc. And their go-to-market
professionals – i.e., marketing, sales, and channel practitioners – have no shortage of choice when it comes to automating a new engagement process, due to the explosion of customer- and partner-facing point solutions in the last
couple of years. As an example, to support its websites, a company may employ web content management, digital
asset management, SEO, web analytics, A/B testing, ecommerce, ecommerce marketing, and chat solutions. Another
example: marketing. One popular blog lists over 3500 commercial martech solutions.i To say it’s a challenge for
customers today to understand the market-facing solutions marketplace is an understatement.

The Result: An Integration Nightmare
The cause behind this proliferation? You can point the finger at the SaaS phenomenon, which invites or encourages:
• Under-considered buying. SaaS solutions are marketed as easy to purchase (freemium or credit card) and
easy to implement. Thus, many of customers’ martech and chantech investments are done quickly, without
proper consideration.
• Line of business decision-making sans IT input (much less endorsement or approval). SaaS solutions are
also often marketed and sold directly to line of business decision-makers, bypassing or going around the
customers’ IT organization.
The aforementioned bad practices foment “quick and dirty” point-solution tech buying decisions. Point solutions might
work well as isolated departmental applications, but when it comes to sharing information with other applications or
functions … well, there’s the rub. They wind up mirroring the siloed nature of their buyers’ organizational structures.
Underscoring this dilemma, marketing professionals cite integration dearth as their #1 challenge regarding their
martech solution investments.

Using the System of Record as the Foundational Anchor
To cut through the clutter of solutions – and map a go-to-market integration architecture – B2B “go-to-marketers”
(sales, marketing, and channel professionals) need to go back to information technologies’ System-of-Record (SOR)
principles.ii When considering the SOR foundation to support a comprehensive go-to-market model, that marketplace
of thousands of solutions gets winnowed down to three platform categories:
• Customer relationship management (CRM) – The SOR for customers, customer interactions, and customer
opportunities. At its core, a CRM platform is all about opportunity management.
• Marketing automation (MA) – The SOR for marketing campaigns and digital assets. [N.B. Marketing automation systems surface opportunities, but those opportunities should be logged to the CRM SOR.]
• Partner relationship management (PRM) – The SOR for channel partners, partner-enablement/support
programs, and partner activities & interactions. [N.B. PRM systems surface opportunities (partner-developed
opportunities), but those opportunities should be logged to the CRM SOR.]
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FIGURE 01

The System of Record Foundation Cuts a Two-Way Street
CRM, PRM, and MA platforms are not just passive repositories of the “single version of the truth.” While those platforms
typically come with a set of applications (more on that later), their platform power stems from their master data management capabilities: duplicate record removal, data standardization, and rules to eliminate incorrect data from entering the
system.iii Moreover, CRM, PRM, and MA platforms act as master data dispensaries to the myriad point solutions which
extend those platforms’ value (see Figure 1)iv. A proper territory planning application will pull customer data from the CRM
platform; and a proper channel marketing automation solution will pull partner data from the PRM platform.
A SOR hub not only acts as the go-to source for data that applications and point solutions need, but also serves:
• Regulatory compliance. Audits broadly address the issue, “What occurred?” With a SOR as “the single version of
the truth” source for auditors, audits can be cheap, fast, and painless.
• The source/feed for systems of intelligence. Sales, marketing, and channel professionals (and their CEOs and
Boards) are keen to understand customer journeys and partner journeys, specifically the “why’s” behind the “what’s”
– which has led to the concept of systems of intelligence that ride on the backs of systems of record.
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A Dynamic SOR Sports a Powerful Segmentation Engine
Ideally, business processes and programs supported in CRM and PRM applications target market entities (i.e., people
– CRM: customers; PRM: partners). Those programs/applications reflect what you do (or want to do); a robust SOR
enables entity segmentation, i.e., who you want to target those programs to – in essence, effecting peer personalization and much higher program participation and success.
As noted, a platform SOR is a collection (a database) of things (e.g., what Salesforce refers to as “objects”) (CRM as a
collection of customers and opportunities (i.e., opportunity activities), PRM as a collection of channel partners and
activities (i.e., all other activities)). Say you want to conduct a product recall (a customer support application/process)
or a lead nurture campaign (a marketing automation application/process). Utilizing a CRM platform’s segmentation
engine, the application/process can answer the question, “Who to/for?” (i.e., who should the recall be put out to?).
PRM applications and point solutions leverage a PRM platform’s SOR similarly. Do you want to target just Gold
partners in Europe for a through-partner marketing campaign? Or make a new MDF program available only to channel
partners who have been cloud-certified for more than 6 months? A PRM platform’s segmentation engine will surface
just those channel partners for whom the application/process is meant to serve.

In the Front-Office Beginning, There Was CRM
Remember the original promise of CRM (in the late 90s)? CRM was intended to be the amalgamation of sales (salesforce automation), service (help desk / contact center automation), and marketing (marketing automation) technology
solutions. [Albeit, marketing automation then (before the advent of digital marketing) was vastly different (and deficient)
compared to today’s marketing automation platforms.] One well-referenced source defines CRM:
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a term that refers to practices, strategies and technologies that
companies use to manage and analyze customer interactions and data throughout the customer lifecycle, with
the goal of improving business relationships with customers, assisting in customer retention and driving sales
growth. CRM systems are designed to compile information on customers across different channels — or points of
contact between the customer and the company -- which could include the company's website, telephone, live
chat, direct mail, marketing materials and social media.v
… buttressed by Wikipedia references: “One important aspect of the CRM approach is the systems of CRM that
compile data from a range of different communication channels, including a company's website, telephone,
email, live chat, marketing materials, and more recently, social media.”
The CRM market was catalyzed in the late 90s by vendors such as Aurum (acquired by Baan, which was acquired by
Infor); Clarify (acquired by Nortel, whose assets were acquired by Avaya and Ericsson); Remedy (acquired by Peregrine
Systems, which was acquired by HP); Scopus (acquired by Siebel, which was acquired by Oracle); Siebel (acquired by
Oracle); and Vantive (acquired by PeopleSoft, which was acquired by Oracle).
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FIGURE 02

And Then Along Came Salesforce[.com]
Marc Benioff left Oracle in 1999 to found Salesforce.com (now “Salesforce”). Salesforce.com wasn’t just another pretty
CRM vendor face; it represented an entirely new way to deliver software solutions: as a Service. Indeed, it was
Salesforce.com giving birth to cloud computing that mostly forced the acquisition hands of the prior generation of
CRM vendors.
Salesforce has gone on to become the world’s largest CRM vendor. Along the way, the perceived “holes” in
Salesforce’s CRM platform have spawned a plethora of extensional point solutions (see Figure 2).
But Salesforce, along with its major CRM competitors – Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, and SugarCRM – maintain their CRM
SOR “center of gravity” standing. The hundreds of extension and integrated applications log most of their information
to their CRM “father’s” SOR.
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FIGURE 03

Digital Marketing Spurs Marketing Automation
Marketing automation solutions really got going in the mid-aughts, although their antecedents could be found a decade
earlier. It was essentially support for digital marketing that got marketing automation solutions on a roll – Ainitially email
marketing, followed by SEM, SEO, digital advertising, and social media marketing. Google began to offer advertisements
on search results pages in 2000 through the Google AdWords program, but it wasn’t until 2007 that SEM reached critical
mass. Now digital advertising is the digital marketing rage (digital advertising eclipsed search ad buying in 2014).
Marketing automation solutions came to support all of these digital marketing techniques in the form of encompassing
marketing campaigns. More recently, marketing automation solutions have come to include MRM (marketing resource
management) capabilities, to effect a project-like discipline to marketing campaign management.
Prior to the advent of marketing automation solutions (or developed in parallel with them), an abundance (some might say
an overabundance) of point martech solutions has evolved – from email marketing to SEO to digital advertising to social
marketing to content marketing … and more (see Figure 3).
While marketing automation vendors have not done as good a job as their CRM and PRM brethren in establishing and
opening up a SOR foundation, there is evidence that marketing automation vendors are beginning to attract martech ISVs
FIGURE 03
as partners.
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PRM Does for (and through) Partners What CRM Does
for Customers
Like CRM, PRM got its start in the late 90s. B2B companies couldn’t give partners access to their CRM system, due to
security issues and licensing access constraints, so they needed to manage partner communications and partner
opportunities through a “portal.” Indeed, early PRM solutions were an offshoot of CRM – PRM at its original core was
all about opportunity management (how do you get opportunities to partners? (lead distribution), how do you track
what partners are doing w.r.t. opportunities? (deal registration)). In addition to lead distribution and deal registration, the
“partner portal” quickly evolved to meet channel professionals’ needs for knowledge transfer, and content management became a PRM staple. Indeed, you can think of early PRM as components:
•
•
•
•
•

Partner SOR
Partner portal (or “dealer portal”, “agent portal”, etc., depending on the vertical industry)
Content management
Lead distribution
Deal registration
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Beyond Opportunity Management: The Channel Has Unique Requirements
There was another reason for the genesis of PRM. Channel operations represents a unique set of functional and
business process requirements. Forrester Research defines PRM as:
The dynamic business processes and programs – and supporting technology – that support the key roles and activities
of: targeting, recruiting, enabling, managing, understanding, and collaborating with partners for the purpose of delivering holistic (manufacturer-partner) solutions to customers. vi
As an example of a unique function, market development funds (MDF) is a popular channel program today, and has no
correlate to “inside the 4 walls” functions (i.e., a direct sales force or corporate marketing). As a result, PRM vendors
have added numerous applications to their platform solution suites: MDF, training & certification, incentive program
management, onboarding, communications, channel-specific business intelligence and analytics, etc.
And, like the CRM ecosystem, a profusion of point chantech solutions has popped up or been repositioned, to extend
PRM solutions or fill the gaps that some PRM vendors don’t address (or don’t address well): CMA (channel marketing
automation), CPQ (configure price quote), CDM (channel data management), CIPM (channel incentive program management), LMS (learning management systems), standalone MDF, etc.

Another PRM Platform Foundational Element: The Partner Portal
Look up the classic definition of “portal” in a dictionary, and you’ll find something along the lines of “a door, gate, or
entrance.” Indeed, the partner portal is the web “door” through which all channel partner applications, processes, and
communications flow.
For PRM, in addition to the partner SOR, the partner portal is a powerful foundational element in its own right. Note the
applications and communications management functions and the portal through which they flow are separate architectural components of a PRM solution (see Figure 5). The portal-based PRM architecture enables the PRM vendor and
point chantech solution vendors to add new applications and process support through one common interface for
channel partners.
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FIGURE 05

Summary
G2M marketing/sales/channel professionals need to understand what is foundational and what constitutes secondary
technology as they prioritize building out their technology stacks. CRM, PRM, and marketing automation platforms
represent foundational anchors for tech stack development in their SOR capabilities (which facilitate a smoother flight
path for implementing the point solutions that extend those platforms):
• The SOR as single version of the truth – The system of record acts as the go-to source for data accuracy, for
purposes of application data sharing, audit, and business intelligence reporting and analytics.
• The SOR as MDM hub for point application solutions – Point solutions can fill important gaps and extend the
value of CRM, PRM, and MA platforms. CRM/PRM/MA platforms can act as a dispensary of their SOR “single
version of the truth” data to those point solutions.
• The SOR for dynamic segmentation – Particularly for CRM and PRM platforms, which support “people”
entities (CRM: customers; PRM: partners), the SOR foundation can include a segmentation engine, having the
ability to define/target “who for” (“Who do we want to target for this customer email?” “Who do we want to
target for this partner certification campaign?”).
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i Chiefmartech.com does an annual compilation of commercial marketing technology solutions. [N.B. The compilation
includes CRM and PRM as categories within martech, a concept with which this report takes issue – marketing automation solutions are separate and distinct from go-to-market CRM and PRM counterparts.]
A system of record (SOR) is a data management term for an information storage system (commonly implemented on
a computer system running a database management system) that is the authoritative data source for a given data
element or piece of information. Source: www.wikipedia.com.
ii

Master data management has the objective of providing processes for collecting, aggregating, matching, consolidating, quality-assuring, persisting and distributing such data throughout an organization to ensure consistency and
control in the ongoing maintenance and application use of this information. When properly done, master data management streamlines data sharing among personnel and departments. In addition, master data management can facilitate
computing in multiple system architectures, platforms and applications. Source: www.wikipedia.com.

iii

Point solutions need a SOR that can act as a centralized information distribution hub to their spokes (the point
solution spokes feed the SOR hub, which in turn populate other spokes). Indeed, without a foundational SOR in place,
point solution vendors are often forced to resort to custom-building a minimal “poor man’s” SOR during the implementation of their solution – the result of which is almost always deficient in terms of adaptability for supporting other
applications.
iv

v

Source: www.SearchCRM.com (a website property of TechTarget).

vi

Source: Forrester Research.
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